
Ensuring Equity, 
Engagement, & Student 
Empowerment through 

Curriculum

School District of Waukesha

Current Status

- Talk about the 
current status of our 
data to talk about 
equity and 
engagement.

Past:
★ Reader’s Workshop 

District
★ People were 

developing their own 
units of study

★ People were 
developing their own 
version of workshop

★ Teaching the same 
mini-lessons year after 
year

Needed:
★ Instructional guarantees
★ Consistencies across the 

district 
★ Units of study that were 

a provided a structure for 
teachers

★ Still allowed teachers 
flexibility

★ Build teacher expertise 
so that we could plan 
with the standards in 
mind for the students in 
front of them



Professional Learning

Content

◎ Conceptual framework

◎ Make meaningful 

connections

◎ Link experiences

◎ Support integration

◎ Real world application

Theme



1. Open-ended

2. Thought-provoking and intellectually 

engaging

3. Calls for higher-order thinking

4. Important, transferable ideas within (and 

sometimes across) disciplines.

5. Raises additional questions 

6. Requires support and justification

7. Recurs over time

(McTighe & Wiggins, 2013)

Essential Questions

◎ Focus curriculum on larger, 
lasting instructional concepts.

◎ Encourage active meaning 
making by students

◎ Reflect important, transferable 
learning.

◎ Developed through meaningful 
engagement with the Essential 
Questions.

Enduring Understandings



Relationships Continuum - 
How Does Our Theme Evolve?

K:  Relationships with friends and family
1st:  Value of relationships
2nd:  Roles and responsibilities in different relationships
3rd:  People are transformed through their relationships with  
others
4th:  Role of conflict in relationships
5th:  Relationships are impacted by outside influences 

6th:  Our beliefs impact our actions and decisions in relationships.
7th:  The relationship between one’s understanding of the world 
and one’s actions.
8th:  Voice has influenced relationships throughout our history.



Kindergarten

Essential Question:
★ What is a 

relationship?

Students will understand that they have a relationship with 
people, places, and things around them including their 
friends and family.

Dual 
Language

Language Workshop
Sample Planner

Essential Question:
★ What is the value 

of relationships?

First Grade
Students will understand that relationships help us grow.

Dual 
Language



Essential Questions:
★ Why do we need 

different types of 
relationships?

Second Grade
Students will understand that 

roles and responsibilities in 
relationships vary depending on 
setting and needs.  Students will 

understand that roles and 
responsibilities in relationships 

are socially and culturally 
constructed.  

Essential Question:
★ How are people 

transformed 
through their 
relationships with 
others?

Third Grade
Students will understand that people 

are impacted by relationships in 
many different ways.

Performance Assessment
Classroom Debate!

Which character was most 
transformed through their 

relationships?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UUUvvFK4xRZIurS3gC7Nwboxw8xPG3BnjVwvxRJhflk/edit?usp=sharing


Fourth Grade

Essential Question:
★ Is conflict an 

inevitable part of 
relationships?

Students will understand that conflict can enhance or 
hinder a relationship.  

How does conflict impact relationships?

Fifth Grade

Essential Question:
★ What influences 

relationships?

Students will understand that our 
experiences, values and beliefs 
shape how we develop and 
interact within our relationships.  



Sixth Grade
Students will understand that our beliefs impact 
our actions and decisions in  relationships.

Essential Question:
★ How do our beliefs 

impact our actions 
and decisions in 
relationships?

Seventh Grade
The relationship between one’s 
understanding of the world and 
one’s actions.

Essential Question:
★ What is the 

relationship 
between human 
rights and the 
realities of the 
human experience?

Eighth Grade

Essential Question:
★ What is the 

relationship 
between one’s 
voice and one’s 
impact on history?

Students will understand that one’s voice 
can impact history.

Text: Gettysburg Address

http://rack.1.mshcdn.com/media/ZgkyMDEyLzEyLzA0LzUxLzZ3YXlzdG9tYW5hLmJUcy5qcGcKcAl0aHVtYgk5NTB4NTM0IwplCWpwZw/2c795905/6fb/6-ways-to-manage-international-relationships-online-202ee41db1.jpg

